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1927 or the Incitement to Disaffection Act of 1934
roughshod over the protests of the Opposition, any more
than the Liberal Government could have so acted with
measures like the Parliament Act of 1911 or the Home
Rule Act of I9i4.;lt is of the essence of the Parliament
system that the critics of Government should have their
full say; and-the wider their differences from the Govern-
ment the fuller the say they will demand. The burden on
the House of Commons will always be roughly propor-
tionate to the demands it encounters; and the greater the
difficulties of our national and international position the
greater will be those deifiands and, therefore, that burden.
The character of our society does not permit that burden
to be transferable. Where is the residence of the sovereign
power, there, inescapably, will the solution be sought.
The initiative of the private member raises issues of a
quite different kind. I have already shown that, in so far
as its restoration is sought to mean his freedom from
party control in matters of major import, his initiative is,
under modern conditions, neither possible nor desirable.
But that does not mean that a good deal of the useless and
wearying impotence to which the private member is now
condemned is either necessary or desirable. The place
assigned to him by the procedure of the House is quite
largely the outcome of a conception of membership as
the unpaid avocation of men whose main concerns were
outside the House of Commons. That conception is no
longer valid when members of Parliament are paid and
when the House usually sits for some eight months in the
year. The truth is that our idea of the function of a private
member is still built upon the assumption of the * 'gentle-
man," ii? the Victorian sense of the term, is the typical
member of the House of Commons, and his relation to its
structure has never been seriously revised in the light of
no

